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ABSTRACT
In this position paper we present our work on developing a novel
curriculum to improve recruitment and retention of Computer
Science (CS) students at Oregon State University. This new CS
curriculum is centered on early support of freshman students
through a Freshman Mentor Program, exciting technology,
inspiring projects, and an Open Source Platform for Learning.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

•

•
•

students course work.
Personal ownership – Students create their own platform by
working on personally meaningful projects, customized to
their interests and goals.
Community building – Students are encouraged and given
the tools to collaborate on their platforms, and build social
networks that will last them beyond their college years.
Freedom to innovate – The platforms adapt to student’
interests, and encourages them to be creative.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In order to strengthen our CS program as well as address the
recruitment, retention and diversity problems facing our field in
general, we have embarking on a major educational redesign
effort. Key to this effort is leveraging our work redefining our
ECE curriculum and student experience over the last years, an
effort which has transformed this program. The result of this
work is our Platform for Learning, a coherent set of experiences
and social structures that unify and reinforce the concepts in the
undergraduate curriculum.
The core idea of our Platform for Learning is to provide a set of
common unifying objects and experiences that weave together the
classes in our curriculum. By providing this common platform
that transcends individual classes, we illustrate the
interrelationships and interdependencies of classes. A key
characteristic of the platform is that it is a set of concrete, systems
that students build upon as they pursue their education. These
systems represents what the student has learned, how the learning
is applied, and how it relates to other subjects they have learned in
other classes.

Figure 1: The platform expands learning opportunities by
providing context, innovation and problem solving experiences
while enhancing ownership, community, and course continuity.

2. Developing a CS Platform for Learning
Part of the challenge one faces when designing a set of platforms
for CS is that the subject area is in most cases inherently
intangible. The first step must therefore be to make computing
and its contributions visible. In order to do this, we turn to Open
Source Software (OSS) principles and ideas.

The main features of these platforms are:
•

Contextual learning – Students are shown practical
applications of theoretical ideas by working on real-world
systems and problems.

•

Curriculum continuity and integration – The platforms
provide continuity and progression of ideas throughout

Figure 2: Supporting an innovative CS curriculum on Platforms.

The anchor for our CS platforms for Learning is the Beaversource
Community of Code. Beaversource is an open source repository
and social networking site (http://beaversource.oregonstate.edu).
Beaversource lowers the cost of setting up and running a
collaborative software development project. By mimicking and
embodying OSS principles, it also encourages students to adopt an
open and collaborative approach to development and learning.
Beaversource encourages students to learn by working on projects
that are personally meaningful to them, motivating their
exploration and learning activities. Studies have shown that these
types of environments can be very powerful, encouraging all
students, including women and minorities, to participate. The
Community of Code allows students to pursue their projects
across classes, seeking out the knowledge necessary to turn their
ideas into reality.

Another key platform is codenamed Fuzzy Walrus, and is an
open, student-developed, handheld ultra-mobile PC (UMPC).
Where Beaversource made CS visible, the Fuzzy Walrus makes
CS tangible. The Fuzzy Walrus is a powerful open source
platform, running OSS (Linux) that students use for class-work,
for recreation, and for innovation. By presenting students with a
standalone, low-cost system, the risks and hesitation to tweak and
hack the system disappears. This device is not intended to take the
place of a students laptop or desktop machine. Therefore, if the
machine becomes unstable after tweaking the Linux kernel or
some other core system, students can still get work done on their
main system.

Figure 4: Fuzzy Walrus prototype.

Figure 3: Beaversource Community of Code.
Beaversource builds community through a variety of features.
First, it includes a facebook-like community site where students
can create profiles, share resources, and communicate. The site
also encourages new students to seek out and join existing
projects, and senior students to recruit and mentor junior student.
By making this a closed community, only available to Oregon
State students, we can ensure that the right social dynamics
evolve, and that students have a safe environment to work in. By
making this a site for students, much of the intimidation and fear
associated with working on OSS projects and the risks to ego and
reputation that entails are greatly diminished.
The site also serves as our window to the world, showing
prospective students and employers alike what our program and
our students have to offer. A job board, driven by the larger
community, promotes interdisciplinary teams and development
efforts. This aspect of the Community is inspired by the success of
our year-long senior project course. This also has the potential for
introducing projects that may be more appealing to women and
minorities, often less interested in technology for technology’s
sake. One example of such a project currently being worked on
by our students is the One Laptop Per Child project (aka the XO)
(http://www.laptop.org).

The Fuzzy Walrus is designed to be flexible and expandable.
Students are encouraged to modify both the hardware and the
software. The software is hosted on Beaversource, enabling all
students to contribute, or learn how their system works. The
platform includes a touch screen interface as well as
programmable buttons and touch-pad, a three-axis axelerometer,
wireless capabilities, and advanced multimedia capabilities. This
enables instructors to use the platform in a variety of course
topics, from game design and graphics to operating systems
(working with limited resources compared to current laptops),
through software engineering and networking.
Both Beaversource and the Fuzzy Walrus are built using Open
Source tools and building blocks, and are themselves Open
Sourced and made for distribution and adoption by other
educational institutions. Code, plans, and in-depth descriptions
can be found on http://beaversource.oregonstate.edu/
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